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FOR PARENTS: USING LITERATURE TO
STRETCH YOUR CHILDREN'S THINKING
Elaine Stephens, Ph.D.
Dr. Stepehns is a Curriculum
Specialist for the Saginaw Intermediate School District
I paused by my six-year-old
daughter's room to listen with
parental pride as she read aloud to
her young friend about George
Washington. Using correct voice into nations and inflections, her
childish voice
read,
"Will
Washington and his men cross the
Delaware River and escape from the
enemy?''
Before I could congratulate
myself, however, on producing such
an accomplished reader at so early
an age, her next comment both
deflated and delighted me. With
sophisticated aplomb, she informed
her friend that Will Washington was
indeed George's younger brother, as
everyone should know.
My anecdote is intended to
illustrate that children can and do
respond imaginatively to what they
read, even though, occasionally, the
response may be slightly out of step
with what adults would perceive.
Our children's minds are alive with
ideas and questions, with fresh insights . and new interpretations of
the world around them.
As parents, we can play an important role in helping our children
stretch their minds and think
imaginatively. Most of us do this
already in very incidental, casual
ways as we converse with our
children. Through our questions,
we often help our children to view
events and experiences in a different light, and therefore expand
their thinking.
Let's explore now how parents
can go one step further by helping
their
children
respond
imaginatively to literature. Using
questions, parents can challenge
and stimulate their children to
respond critically and creatively to
what they are reading or to what is
being read to them. Throughout this

article, we'll use the familiar tale of
want us to think he is greedy or just
Jack and the Beanstalk as our exam- _ being an adventurous boy?
Interpretative questions lead
ple. To begin, let's look at the rat-her
readily to evaluative or personalized
ordinary, typical questions we often
questions. Here children respond
ask:
1. What did Jack's mother want
based on their personal feelings, exhim to do with the cow?
periences, and values. Using Jack
2. Who sold Jack the magical
and the Beanstalk again, we might
beans?
ask:
3. Where did the giant's wife hide
1. If you had been Jack, would you
have traded the cow for the beans?
Jack?
4. How many times did the giant's
Why or why not?
wife hide Jack?
2. How would you have felt if your
5. When did the giant discover
mother scolded you and threw away
something you had just gotten, like
Jack?
While these kinds of factual
Jack's mother did with the beans?
questions help children develop a
3. If you could be any of the people,
basic understanding of the story,
animals, or things in the story,
they do very little to stretch the
which would you choose? Why?
mind. Another type of question,
Whic_h would you not want to be?
Why?
which is more challenging, is the interpretative
question.
These
Other questions can stimulate
questions require children to '' dig
children to react creatively to a
out'' the meaning because the anstory. For example:
swers are not actually stated in the
1. Let's see if you can think of some
story. Interpretative questions pose
other things Jack might have done
besides chopping down the beana problem for children to solve.
stalk to save himself and get rid of
Generally there is no one right anthe giant.
swer. Children must generate an
2. What might have happened if
array of possibilities and then select
those which are most convincingly
Jack's mother had climbed the
beanstalk to try to find him? Let's
supported by evidence in the selecsee how many different things we
tion itself. Interpretative questions
which might be posed for Jack and _ c~n think_of.
the Beanstalk are:
3. If the giant had lived under the
1. Was Jack successful in this story
earth instead of up in the clouds,
because he was lucky or because he
what do you think his land and
was smart?
castle would have been like?
2. Why did the giant's wife try to
Weather, clothes, food, animals)
4. Let~ . ~
. e up anotner saymg for
keep the giant from catching Jack?
the giant instead of : 'foe-fi-fo-fum."
Was she good-hearted or was she
While it may be a little difficult
afraid the giant would find out she
initially f_.) think of imaginative
fed Jack?
questions to ask our children, once
3. Does the author want us to think
we start we will find it becomes inthe man who sold Jack the beans
creasingly easier. Helping our
was taking advantage of him or ·
children learn to stretch their minds
helping him?
and think imaginatively through
4. Jack kept returning to the giant's
literature can be an exciting, mindcastle in the story. Does the author
stretching experience for parents,
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